
Weeks 3 and 4 

This presentation includes the next 2 weeks of activities for Grammar, 
Punctuation and Spelling



Activity 1





Adding the Suffix -cious

In this picture, we can see a lot 
of space in the attic.

We could describe the attic 
as very spacious.

By adding the suffix –cious to the root word, we have turned 
a noun into an adjective.

space spacious
(noun) (adjective)



Rule for Adding the Suffix -cious

If the root word ends in –ce, remove –ce and replace it with –cious.

grace grace gracious

For example:

This will change the word from a noun into an adjective.



Your Turn: Adding the Suffix -cious

The character we see in this picture has 
a lot of malice.

How could we add the suffix –cious to turn the 
noun malice into an adjective to describe 

this person?

As our root word ends in –ce, we need to remove these letters and add 
the suffix –cious. This will change the noun into an adjective.

malice malicious
(noun) (adjective)



ferociousdeliciousprecious

Words Ending in -cious

Sometimes, adjectives end in the suffix –cious which do not follow the 
rule. Click on each image to find out more. 

These words are adjectives. They end in –cious but this has not been 
added using the rule.



Adding the Suffix -tious
The suffix –tious acts in a similar 

way to –cious.

We could describe the food as nutritious.

By adding the suffix -tious, we have turned the noun 
nutrition into an adjective.

nutrition nutritious
(noun) (adjective)

In this picture, we can see food 
that is full of nutrition.



Rule for Adding the Suffix -tious

If the root word ends in –tion, remove –tion and replace it with –tious.

ambition ambition ambitious

For example:

This will change the word from a noun into an adjective.



Your Turn: Adding the Suffix -tious

The person we see in picture has got an infection.

How could we add the suffix –tious to turn 
the noun infection into an adjective to 

describe this person?

As our root word ends in -tion, we need to remove these letters and add 
the suffix –tious. This will change the noun into an adjective.

infection infectious
(noun) (adjective)



scrumptiousconscientious

Words Ending in -tious

Sometimes, adjectives end in the suffix –tious which do not 
follow the rule. Click on each image to find out more. 

These words are adjectives. They end in –tious but this has 
not been added using the rule.



Now complete activity 1. Mark 
your answers once completed 
and practise any incorrect 
spellings



Activity 2



This week, we are going to look at pairs of homophone words. 
Can you remember what a homophone is?

Homophones are words that sound 
the same, but have different 

spellings and meanings.

Can you spot the pair of 
homophones in this sentence?

Winifred the witch had an old, 
battered broomstick, which could 

barely lift her into the air.



Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle with these pairs of homophones. 
Can you help him put the correct word into the correct sentence?

Jumping for joy, I celebrated as I had my driving test 

on the eighty-first attempt.

I really enjoy going to my historical studies night class and learning about 

the events of the .

passed past



Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle with these pairs of homophones. 
Can you help him put the correct word into the correct sentence?

In my history class, I learnt that King George VI was the monarch 

to Queen Elizabeth II on the throne.

As my broken leg has now healed (after my unfortunate accident), 

I can now to cycle to work.

proceed precede



Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle with these pairs of homophones. 
Can you help him put the correct word into the correct sentence?

Last year, I had a fabulous sight-seeing holiday on 

the of Wight. 

Yesterday, while at the local supermarket, I accidentally knocked over a 

large stack of baked bean tins, which then spilled into the .

aisle Isle



Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle with these pairs of homophones. 
Can you help him put the correct word into the correct sentence?

During my recent talent show audition, I sang a rendition of 

my favourite song to the judges.

My new puppy has made a terrible mess chewing up my best flip-flops, so 

he is therefore no longer in my shoe cupboard.

aloud allowed



Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle with these pairs of homophones. 
Can you help him put the correct word into the correct sentence?

I watched a fascinating nature programme last night that had 

a profound on me; I will definitely be sending a  

donation to the ‘Save the Tiger’ charity fund.

Hopefully, the weather will not my plans for the weekend as I 

want to go camping.

affect effect



Work hard to practise  
these pairs of 
homophones.

Here are your spelling words for this week.



Complete activity 2 



Activity 3



In this session, we are going to concentrate on words that contain 
a silent ‘b’, silent ‘k’ or silent ‘n’.

This week, we are going to look at words that contain silent letters. 

bomb hymn kneeb n k

Many words in English have silent letters. Silent letters 
are letters that you can't hear when you say the word, 
but that are there when you spell the word.

Can you spot the silent letters in these words?



Can you spot all of the 
silent letters in the list?

Here are your spelling words for this week.



Complete activity 3



Activity 4

• Can you spot the spelling mistakes on the worksheet below?

• Complete activity 4 



Activity 5

• Can you spot the spelling mistakes on the worksheet below?

• Complete activity 5 



Activity 6



Using Commas to Clarify Meaning











Complete activity 6 





Activity 7

• Think about yesterday’s lesson on commas.

• How did commas change meanings of things?

• Complete activity 7 





Activity 8



Using Modal Verbs to
Indicate Possibility



Modal Verbs



Modal Verbs



Modal Verbs



Modal Verbs



Modal Verbs



Modal Verbs



Complete activity 8



Complete the Sentences
with Modal Verbs



Activity 9 



Modal verbs

• Think about what we did yesterday.

• What is a modal verb?

• Can you think of any?



Using Modal Verbs to
Assess Situations



Complete activity 9



Activity 10

Complete activity 10- Modal verbs ‘mini 
test’


